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It is recognised that few diagnostic tests have specificity and sensitivity of 100%. The

incidence of positive and negative results is dependent on individual variations in the

concentration of the agent being measured relative to the exlent of any pathological changes,

and on the anal)tical performance ofthe test method- The use of scr€ening tests to detect the
presence ofHIV antibodies has to be considered with these limitations in mind (1).

In view ofthe emotive issues which surround the diagnosis ofAIDS, and the implications of
the detection ofa positive test to HIV antibodies, consideration of sensitivity and specificity is

of particular importance. The appearance of biological false positives in individuals where

th€re is a non-HIV associated disorder affecting the inmune system, has been proposed (2,3).

It is intended to compare a range of HIV test procedures as used within conventional clinical

and laboratory settings to determine ifthey really ate specific to the HIV antigen.

Methodology

Subjects

Thirty five subjects will provide specimens for testing. All ofthem need to be proven to have

hyper gammaglobulinaemia:

Five HIV positive (proof of sero-positive status will be provided) individuals.

Five subjects wjth SLE
Five with candidiasis
Five individuals of African origin
Five alcoholics with chronic hepatitis C

Five multitransfu sed thalassaemia patients

Five oral drug users (cocaine & crack)

Absolute anonymity will be maintained and all specimens will be identified by test codes.

Meqsrenents

Specimens will be sent to three laboratories so that three different ELISA HMiagnostic test

kits are evaluated. The laboratories will be asked to follow all their usual procedures for
testing, interpretation, carrying out offurther tests, and reporting. The same specimens will be

resubmitted on a second occasion to check for reproducibility .

Interpretation

The results will be shown to immunologists, virologists and rheumatologists in Britain,

Australja and Germany for a discussion ofthe test procedures and possible implication on

issues of specifi city, sensitivity and reproducibility.
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